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A MOSAIC WITH EROS SAILING. H. 62 cm. White, dark grey, brown, yellow, red, green and black stone tesserae. The child-like, winged Eros stands on the neck of a slender
transport amphora on which he sails to left across an expanse of water richly populated by fishes and a squid. He holds two of the corners of the rectangular sail, which swells in
the wind, in his hands. The other two corners are fastened to the handles of the amphora. Fragment of a floor mosaic, probably from a triclinium. A few tesserae missing, some
lacunae filled with mortar. Set in light beige cement with a white metal frame (modern). The representation of edible fish was the decoration of choice for triclinia throughout the
Roman Period. It is very fitting that the shape of the amphora is reminiscent of the Italic type Dressel 1, which was used to transport wine. Formerly French priv. coll., acquired
before 1970. Thereafter Belgian priv. coll. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.		
CHF 38,000
A BOTTLE WITH TRAILING. H. 14 cm. Aubergine glass.
This globular vessel is decorated with a white glass
thread that spirals up the body from the centre point
of the base, becoming ever finer. Its structure eventually disappears in the lower third of the long, tubular
neck. Flared mouth with turned-in rim. Beginnings or
remains of another glass thread on the neck. Body undamaged. Formerly priv. coll. Martin Wunsch, New York,
1980s-1990s. Roman, Eastern Mediterranean, 1st-2nd
cent. A.D. 		 CHF 4,600

A PILGRIM FLASK. H. 15.8 cm. Faience. Flat, circular body with short, tubular neck flanked by two small
loop-shaped handles. Turquoise glaze. Fissures in the
base. Minor losses of glaze. Formerly priv. coll. New
Jersey, USA; acquired in the 1990s. Near Eastern, 1st3rd cent. A.D. 		 CHF 2,400
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AN OINOCHOE WITH LION'S HEAD APPLIQUE
(GNATHIA WARE). H. 21.7 cm. Clay, black glaze, red,
white and yellow paint. A pear-shaped, black-glazed
jug with trefoil mouth and flat, profiled ring foot. The
neck is adorned by a white-yellow tendril from which a
female theatre mask, red fillets and white-yellow twigs
are suspended. The transition of the handle to the rim
is enlivened by a plastic, polychrome lion's head applique. A reddish, reserved band above the foot. Paint
abraded in places. Mouth slightly worn. Formerly Coll.
A. Raifé (1802-1860). Publ.: F. Lenormant, Description
des antiquités composant la collection de feu M. A.
Raifé, Paris, 1867, 181, no. 1420 (old collection label on
the underside of the vase). Thereafter Paris priv. coll.,
acquired 1990. Western Greek, Apulian, Last quarter of
4th cent. B.C.		 CHF 15,000

A JAR. H. 10.5 cm. Aubergine glass. Squat, rounded
body on conically pushed-up base with pontil mark.
Short, broad neck. High mouth with central constriction and inward-curving lip. Rainbow iridescence. Intact. Formerly Priv. Coll. Martin Wunsch, New York,
1980s-1990s. Roman, Eastern Mediterranean, 3rd-4th
cent. A.D. 		 CHF 4,000

AN AMPHORISKOS. H. 10.9 cm. Aubergine glass. The
body tapers towards the base, transitioning fluidly into
the ring foot moulded out of the wall. The short, tubular neck widens into a flared mouth with turned-in rim.
Slightly concave base with remains of a pontil mark. Two
separately attached handles connect neck and shoulder.
Encrustation on the handles and on the inside. Crack
through the neck. Slightly iridescent. Formerly priv. coll.
Martin Wunsch, New York, 1980s-1990s. Roman, Eastern Mediterranean, 3rd-4th cent. A.D. 		 CHF 2,400
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EPICHYSIS (GNATHIA WARE). H. 18.3 cm. Clay, black
glaze, white and yellow paint. Piriform; beaked spout;
high loop handle, profiled foot. Decorated figuratively
with vine motifs; ornamental friezes. Head appliques
at the handle's point of attachment. Body undamaged;
handle fragment reattached. Formerly Swiss art market, before 2014. Western Greek, Apulian, 3rd quarter of
4th-early 3rd cent. B.C.		 CHF 1,200

A SMALL RED-FIGURE LEKYTHOS. H. 11.4 cm. Clay.
Vessel of the Petit Palais Type with slender neck, trumpet-shaped mouth, a body that broadens slightly and
disc-foot. Dashes and four palmettes on the shoulder.
A maeander above the picture field depicting a cloaked
youth to left holding a knotty staff. White fillet in the
hair. The facial features are typical of the Severe Style.
Minor wear retouched, paint partially abraded. From the
estate of a Swiss private collector; object acquired 1987
from Fortuna, Zurich. Attic, ca. 480 B.C.		 CHF 2,800
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A BOWL WITH DECORATED RIM. Dm. 17 cm. Yellowgreen glass. Bell-shaped bowl standing on a low, flared
foot decorated with fine diagonal grooves. Expansively
flared mouth whose thick lip is offset by a ridge and
furnished with fine puncture marks in places, the effect
of which is to lend rhythm to the rim. Thin glass thread
trailed round the underside of the mouth at the transition
to the body. Silvery iridescence. Intact. Formerly priv.
coll. Martin Wunsch, New York, 1980s-1990s. Roman,
3rd-4th cent. A.D.
CHF 5,500

A BOTTLE WITH FOUR HANDLES. H. 10.4 cm. Yellowish glass. Squat body with concave base; pontil mark.
Broad, flaring neck. The offset lip with central constriction is folded inwards. Four separately fused-on handles
connecting rim and shoulder. Body intact. Two handles
repaired. Formerly Christopher Sheppard, London art
market, 1980. New York art gallery, 1990. Thereafter
Priv. Coll. Martin Wunsch, New York, 1980s-1990s. Roman, Eastern Mediterranean, 3rd-5th cent. A.D. 		
		 CHF 5,800

A VOTIVE GIFT IN THE FORM OF A FOOT. H. 16.3 cm.
Beige clay, red paint. Right foot with strikingly careful
and precise modelling of anatomical details such as the
individual bones and sinews. The foot stands on a thick
shoe sole which has two circular perforations on its underside. A further perforation in the centre of the rounded top end of the leg. Extensive remains of deep-hued
red paint. Slightly worn. Models of body parts such as
eyes, ears, (half) heads, hands and feet as well as of intestines and genitals were popular votive gifts in healing
and fertility sanctuaries in the entire Italic region, but
especially so in Etruria. They were given as a token of
thanks for healing received or to render a request for
help more effective. In rare cases the pathological changes to the diseased organ are represented. Formerly Coll.
P. C., Nuremberg, prior to 1980. Etruscan, 3rd cent. B.C.
		 CHF 2,800

PART OF A STATUETTE OF A WOMAN. H. 10.3 cm.
Terracotta, polychromy. Attractive fragment showing a
young woman with melon coiffure. The well-preserved
polychromy makes her amiable facial features seem exceptionally life-like. The eyes and eyebrows are painted black, the lips red. The shade of orange selected for
the skin extends over the neck and left breast. It follows
that that breast is bared, whereas the other is concealed
behind a mantle with thick border, which is pulled up
over the head and where there are traces of green paint
in places. This allows the figure to be identified as the
goddess Isis – or Aphrodite, who in Ptolemaic Egypt was
equated with her. She might have been a kourotrophos,
i.e. a figure cradling a child. Around her neck is a chain
painted in red. Large areas of white clay slip and remains
of black paint in the hair. Formerly priv. coll. Rhode Island. Ptolemaic Period, 3rd cent. B.C.
CHF 1,600
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A FRAGMENT OF A PILASTER CAPITAL. H. 28 cm. Marble. A volute curls upwards between two acanthus leaves.
Above it, a row of alternating acanthus and lanceolate leaves crowned by a Lesbian kymation. Traces of the original polychromy preserved. Lower right corner slightly worn. Formerly Coll. Marchioness of Dufferin and Ava,
1960s-1970s. Previously Coll. Julian Sands. Roman, 2nd half of 1st cent. A.D. 		
CHF 16,000

A COCK. H. 12.5 cm. Clay. Mould-made terracotta statuette of a cock, hollow. The cock seated with extended
neck. Surface worn. Ochre clay with traces of red and
white colour. Formerly in the collection of The Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco, California, acquired by the
museum in the late 19th-early 20th century, and subsequently sold to benefit the Acquisition Fund. An old label and two handwritten inventory numbers on the belly.
Greek, 5th cent. B.C.
CHF 1,200

A MAGNIFICENT FINGER RING WITH EROTES. Dm.
max. 1.5 cm. Gold, garnet. Both ends of the curved hoop
are adorned by statuettes of Eros which are crafted in
great detail. The god is, as is often the case, depicted as a
naked, chubby, winged boy. His left arm is raised and he
holds a ball in his right hand. A double setting composed
of two oval elements, each with a garnet cabochon, connects the heads and wing tips of the two figurines. The
representation of Eros as a nude, chubby, winged boy
was popular in the Late Classical and Hellenistic Period
and is frequently encountered in the jewellery of that
time. A very small lacuna on the surface of one Eros,
otherwise undamaged. Formerly priv. coll. London, UK,
in possession of the family since the 1970s. Greek, late
4th-2nd cent. B.C.		 CHF 8,800
A RED-FIGURE FISH-PLATE. Dm. 18.1 cm. Clay, white
and pink paint. On the slightly slanting surface of the
plate four red mullets, recognizable by their typical barbels, swim anticlockwise around the deep central well
which is adorned by a rosette. Fins and contours are
painted in opaque paint. A black wave band adorns the
exterior of the overhanging lip. The black-glazed underside rests on a concave, flaring ring foot whose interior is
almost entirely coated red. Reassembled from large fragments. Slight wear to ring foot; restoration to lip; joins
partially with filler and retouched. Formerly priv. coll.
L. S., LA County, USA, acquired prior to 2000. Western
Greek, Apulian, ca. 340-320 B.C.
CHF 8,800
A DRAPED TANAGRA FIGURINE. H. 13.8 cm. Clay.
Standing contrapposto on a small platform is a woman
clad in chiton and mantle, her gaze demurely lowered.
With her right arm akimbo, she rests her left hand with
extended index finger on her left breast. Draped in numerous tiny folds, her mantle is drawn up over her head
and covers her whole body right down to the knees, leaving only the finely carved face exposed. Clearly visible
underneath the fine fabric of the mantle is the hair knot at
the back of her head. The chiton falls down to the ground
in lavish folds so that only the tips of the toes can be seen
peeping out. Remains of white ground and pale blue and
pink paint. Chiton smoothed on the reverse; round firing
hole. Front and back made separately. Two minor repairs
at the base. Priv. coll., B.-S., Switzerland, acquired from
Christian Grand, Zurich, April 1967. Greek, 3rd cent. B.C.		
		 CHF 4,400
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A RING. Dm. 1.6 cm. Gold, blue glass. The broad hoop
is decorated on both sides with fine spiral wire. A blue
glass cabochon is set in a circular sheet gold plaque with a
raised rim adorned with spiral wire. The setting is framed
by two clusters of gold beads, one of which is missing.
Minor lacunae in the rim of the setting. Formerly Coll.
Michael Michaeledes (1923-2015), London, formed in
the 1950s-1970s; acquired Sotheby's London, 8 January
1968, lot 162. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.		
CHF 2,400

A PAIR OF EARRINGS. L. 2.9 cm. Carnelian, black glass
paste. A horizontal oval carnelian with tapering sides in a
bezel setting and a pendant in the shape of a short twisted
wire with a double volute above and a glass bead below
are attached to the hanger. The end of the original hanger
was bent in order to attach a modern fastener. The setting
of one of the earrings is slightly squashed in one place.
Otherwise excellent condition. Formerly Frank Sternberg,
Zurich, prior to 2000. Roman, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D. 		
		 CHF 2,800
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